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Abst rac t - -The  subject of a posteriori error estimation is widely studied, and a variety of such 
error estimates have been used for elasticity problems in recent years. Of particular interest is the 
work carried out in [1,2]. In this paper, we derive a new a posteriori error estimator for the quadratic 
nonconforming Fortin-Soulie element for the error in an energy-like norm. Then, we illustrate the 
new error bound by presenting some numerical examples, and show an example of a sequence of 
adaptively refined meshes. (~ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider error est imat ion in l inear elasticity problems using a posteriori technology. This  
means we can construct  a computable  rror measure. An important  consequence of the abi l i ty to 
compute  an est imate of an error is the possibi l ity of adapt ive ref inement. Th is  arises because we 
can compute  a localised error est imate based on the a posteriori error est imator  we are studying, 
and so we can refine only the elements with the highest local error. This  in turn  allows us to 
obtain a better  f inite-element approx imat ion to a problem with fewer degrees of freedom in our 
discrete space. A detai led discussion on a posteriori techniques is found in [3,4]. 
A lot of work has been done previously on a posteriori error est imates for l inear f inite-element 
schemes. For example,  there are the error est imators introduced in [5,6]. Recently, much work 
has been done on the subject  of error est imat ion and adapt iv i ty  for l inear approximat ions of 
elast icity problems. References [1,2,7,8] analyse a posteriori error est imators  obtained by aver- 
aging techniques. This can lead to an efficient error est imator  through simple post-processing. 
In [7], an averaging technique is used to  obta in an error est imator  for a conforming piecewise 
l inear approx imat ion of the elasticity equations in ~d, and in [1,2], the same authors prove an 
a posteriori error bound for the error in the energy-l ike norm. However, this is only a one-sided 
error bound, as only the rel iabi l ity of the error is proved. 
We shall expand on the work done in [1,2] and extend the a posteriori error bound proved there, 
to a two-sided error bound. Afterwards,  we shall present some numerical  results to support  the 
theory, and to i l lustrate the advantages of the use of adapt ive ref inement. 
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The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the notation we shall use through- 
out the paper. Section 3 contains the main results of the paper, together with their proof. Nu- 
merical results are given in Section 4, together with an example of a sequence of adaptively refined 
meshes. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
First, we define some standard notation. Throughout his paper, we shall use boldface to 
denote vector-valued or matrix-valued functions and spaces. Let p be a scalar-valued function, v 
be a vector-valued function, and p and r be 2 by 2 matrix-valued functions. Then, some standard 
differential operators acting on sufficiently smooth functions p, v, p, and z are defined as follows: 
0V 1 0V2 
rot (v ) :=  Ox-~2 +Ox---l' (01 or) 
OXl 0X2 
Vv := Or2 Or2 ' 
Oxl Ox2 
(Ov lOv l )  
Ox2 OXl 
cur l  (v) := Ov2 Ov2 ' 
Ox2 OXl 
1 (Vv + Vvr ) ,  (v)  := . 
0Tll 0T12 
d iv  : :  + | 
0T21 0T22 } ' 
2 2 
p:T  ; :  E EP i jT i J '  
i : l  j=l 
tr (p) := Pn + P22. 
(1) 
We shall use the standard Sobolev spaces Hk(~) for a positive integer k on the domain of 
interest ~t (see [9]), as well as the standard space L2(~t). We shall use boldface to denote the 
vector- and matrix-valued analogues of these spaces, and will use the standard inner products 
and norms on the spaces of vector- and matrix-valued functions, see [10]. Throughout he paper, 
lower case letters such as u and v shall denote vector-valued functions, and capital letters such 
as A and B as well as Greek letters like (r and v shall denote matrix-valued functions, unless 
explicitly stated otherwise. We shall use the standard Sobolev norms [[.[[Hk(~) and seminorms 
[.[Hk(n), for a positive integer k. Denoting by FD the Dirichlet boundary of the domain under 
consideration, we shall use the following notation for the spaces considered when analysing the 
elasticity problems: 
H~ (fl) = {v E Hk(ft) : v = 0, on Off}, 
k Hk(~t) v 0, on FD}. H0,ro (~) = {v e : = 
(2) 
(3) 
Let E denote Young's modulus, v denote Poisson's ratio, and # and A denote the Lam~ parameters 
given by 
E Ev 
= (4) 
#-  2( l+v) '  2 ( l+v) (1 -2v)"  
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Throughout he paper, we shall assume ~ is a polygon, and denote by I'D and ['N, the Dirichlet 
and Neumann parts of the boundary, respectively, such that 0f~ = 1-'D U FN, where overline 
denotes closure. We shall analyse the mixed boundary value problem 
-d iv  (a (u)) = f, in f~, 
u = up ,  on FD, (5)  
~r (u) n = g, on FN. 
This system of equations describes a homogeneous isotropic elastic material and is often referred 
to as the equilibrium equations. By taking FD and ['g to be empty, we obtain the pure displace- 
ment and the pure traction problem, respectively. By Hooke's law, the stress tr is related to the 
displacement u as follows: 
(r (u) = 2#e (u) + Atr (e (u)) 5, (6) 
and ¢f is the 2 by 2 identity matrix. When working with the variational form of the equilibrium 
equations, we shall use the following notation: 
a (u ,v )  := 2#_/o , (u ) :  e (v )dx  +~_~ d iv (u )d iv (v )dx ,  (7) 
IIIvlll := a (v, V)  1/2 . (8) 
The variational form associated with (5), then, reads as follows: find u c H01,r~ (fl), such that 
a(u,v)  =~f .vdx+j fv  g.vds ,  VvEHI , r . (F t ) .  (9) 
N 
We shall use the following spaces: 
V FS : :  {V E L2(~)  : VIT C ~[P2(T), VT  E "T, v is cont inuous  at  
( lo)  
the two Gauss points on every interior element edge}, 
V0 ys := {v C V Fs : v = 0 at the two Gauss points on every boundary edge}, (11) 
FS {v ~ V Fs V0,rD := : v = 0 at the two Gauss points on every boundary edge 
in FD}. (12) 
We shall also use a modified version of the bilinear form a(., .) defined in (7) for the Fortin-Soulie 
method. This is as follows: 
ah (U, v) := 2 .  ~ eh (U): Eh (V) dx + ~ ~ divh (u)divh (v) dx, (13) 
where eh(V) is the L2(Ft) function whose restriction to each triangle is simply e(v) on that 
triangle, and similarly for divh(v). 
Ideally, we wish to obtain two-sided bounds of the form 
c1~ _< IM] -< c2~, (14) 
where e is the finite-element error in the problem under consideration and constants C1 and C2 
do not depend on the mesh-size or any parameters relevant o the problem in question. If the 
ratio C2/C1 is close to 1, then, the estimator is both reliable and efficient, i.e., the true error is 
not underestimated or overestimated by an increasingly large margin as we refine the mesh or let 
a parameter of the problem tend to a limiting value, for example, letting v -~ 1/2 in the case of 
nearly incompressible elasticity. 
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3. ROBUST A POSTERIORI EST IMATOR 
FOR FORTIN-SOUL IE  ELEMENT 
We shall generalise the a posteriori estimator for the nonconforming method found in [2] and 
the error norm En defined as follows, 
En := 112~eh (u - uh)ll~.=(n) + IIX divh (u - Uh)ItL,(~) • (15) 
This error measure was used in [1,2]. The two-sided a posteriori error bound is presented in 
three parts in the form of Theorems 1, 2, and 4. We denote by hT and he, the diameter of a 
triangle T and the length of an edge e, respectively. Also, as above, h:r and he shall be used to 
donate the piecewise constant functions defined on ~ and UE, respectively, such that hT-IT = hT 
and hele = he. 
THEOREM 1. Let u E H3(f~) be the solution of the elasticity problem (5) and let Uh be the 
quadratic nonconforming approximation to u, such that u E H3(f~) N H~,ro (f~) satisfies 
a(u,v)  = S f l f . vdx+ ~r g.vds ,  
N 
FS  
and  u h E V0,FD sat i s f ies  
ah(uh,v)= i f l f  . vdx+ i r  g .vds ,  
N 
Then, we have 
where 
Vv E H~,r,,(~t ), (16) 
FS (17) Vv E V0,rD. 
E:~ _< CI'~, 
= Ilh:~ (f + divh (#h (uh)))llL~(n) 
+ ,:/.[°.<u.>o] ro-] 
L as J ~,~(ue) 
(i8) 
(19) 
and constant C1 is independent of the mesh-size h and Lamd parameter A. 
This result is found in [2] and the proof is in [1] and [2]. It should be noted that although this 
theorem is for u E H3(f~), since the domains we are considering are polygons, the solutions to 
certain elasticity problems will not lie in this space due to corner singularities, so the convergence 
rate given by Theorem 1 will not be exhibited by such functions. The next theorem bounds the 
first two terms in the expression for ~1 by the error En, so is part of the efficiency estimate. 
THEOREM 2. Let u and Uh be as in Theorem 1. Then, we have 
C2~ 1 <~ Eft, (20) 
where 
~i := i[h:r (f + diva (¢xn (ua)))HL2(a) + h~/2 [Crh (Uh)] n L~(ue) '
where constant C2 is independent of the mesh-size h and Lamd parameter A. 
PROOF. By (9), (16), and (17), we have, for v E H I 0,ro(~), 
ah(e,v)=if'vdx+ fr g.vds 
N 
- 2#/n eh (Uh): e(V) dx -  A /n  divh (Uh) div (v) dx 
(21) 
(22) 
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where { g- -~h(Uh)n ,  i fecFN,  R = --[trh (Uh) n], if e E El, (23) 
0, if e C FD. 
Let X be the (three-dimensional) space of continuous linear functions on [2. The space X is 
then independent of the mesh-size h. Also, let r = f + divh(ah(Uh)) and let ~ and 1~ be 
approximations to r and R, respectively, from X. Putting the definition of r into equation (22) 
gives, for v E H i ([2), 0,FD 
Now, let CT be the cubic bubble function which vanishes on all of OT and is unity at the centroid. 
Since ~bT is positive on T, the quantity 
T ~Tr  . r dx 
defines a norm on X. By the equivalence of this norm with the L2-norm on X, we get 
_5 /T IIrllL~(T) < C ~T ~. ~dx. (25) 
Consider first 
~ ~TP. PdX = /r~bTP. (~ -- r) dX + /T~r~. rdx. (26) 
By extending the function ~)T over  all of [2 by zero and choosing v = I/)Tr in (24), we have 
(e, ~3Tr ) = fr CTr" r dx. (27) ah 
For a subdomain w of  [2, we define the local error Ew as follows, 
E~ := [12#eh (u - Uh)l[L2(~) + tlA divh (u - Uh)[IL~(~) • (28) 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (27), we get 
<_ ET (He (~bTY)[[L2(T)+ IIdiv (¢'T~)tlL~(T))" (29) (e, ~T~) ah 
Putting (27) and (29) into (26) and using the inequality, 
[~bWrlH~(T) --< ChT 1 []rI[L2(T) , (30) 
(see [3]) together with the fact that ~bT _< 1 on T, we get 
[.r ~Tr ' r  dx = ./,r e ta"  (~ -- r) dx + ah (e, ~T ~) 
_< [[¢TrIIL2(T)I[~ - r[[L2(T )
+ ET (lie (~PT~)IIL~(T)+ Hdiv (~T~)llL~(T)) (31) 
--~ [IrI IL2(T)lip - rIIL2(T) q- GET I~bTrlH~(T) 
_< (l[r -- rlIL2(T ) + ChT1ET) ]I~[IL2(T) • 
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Combining (25) and (31), we get 
- 2 ( l l~  - r i l Ls (T )  + NrI]L:(T) < ChT1ET) II~[IL~(T) 
or  
tl~llL:(~) <- I1~ - ~IILs(T) + ChTIET • (32) 
By the triangle inequality and (32), we get 
IIrllu(T) -< 2 I1~ -- r l lu(T) + ChT1ET (33) 
or  
hT II~IILs(T) < c (hT I1~ - - r l lu(T)  + ET) . (33) 
The term hTll~ - rilLS(T) is a higher-order term. Hence, (34) is the required bound for hT I I r l l , .S (T ) .  
To obtain the required bound on [IRIILS(T), let e be an edge and let X, be the quadratic edge 
bubble function, which is one at the midpoint of e, zero at the two endpoints, and zero at the 
other two vertices of the two triangles haring e. Let ~ be the union of the two triangles haring e. 
Again, X, is positive on its support so the quantity 
I x~R" Rds 
defines a norm on X, where X is previously defined. By equivalence of norms on X, we have 
1~ 2 _ II IlLs(,) < c ~R.  Rd~. (35) 
We split up the right-hand side of (35) as follows, 
iXe~'t. "ds= f x~". ( " -  R) ds + ~x," .  (36) 
By extending the function X, over all of 12 by zero outside the two triangles haring e, we have 
(e,x,R) = f (xeR) .Rds + ~r .  (xel~) dx. (37) ah 
Using (29), (34), (36), (37), and the inequalities 
I~,~1~,(,) <- ch:'/~ II~llLs(,) (38) 
and 
II~,~llLs(~) -< Oh~/2 II~ll,.s(,), (39) 
(see [3]), we  get  
-< Ilnll,.,(,)IIR- Rl]u(,) + Ilrllu(~)II~,nllLs(,) 
+ ~, (11"" (x,~)ll,,s(,) + Ildiv; (x°~)llLs(,)) (40) 
-< IlnllLs(,)I1~- RilL,(,) + Ilrllu(,)II~,nllLs(~) + C~, I~,~1,,(~) 
< C (ll~llLs(,)I1~- RilLs(,) + h':'/2E, II~ll,.s(,) 
+ h:/~ I1~11,,,(,)[41,- rills,,, + Ch-['E,]). 
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Equation (35) together with (40) and cancellation by I lrtllL~(,) gives the inequality 
Ili ll, _< c (11 _ rtlk,{,)+h-/1/2E +hl/2[ll -rllL2(i ) --}-ChelE@]) (41) 
and using the triangle inequality and simplifying, we obtain 
IIRIIL;(~) 5 C ( l la-  rtll: (,} + + hl n I1' - rlts~{~}) • (42) 
The I IR - Rb .~(¢)  and lie - rllL~(~) terms are of higher order, so are dominated by the error 
term E~. Recalling the definitions of r and R, (34) and (42) give inequality (20), as required. | 
We now prove the bound on the jump term in the tangential derivatives of Uh. The proof is 
similar to that of [11, Lemma 4.5], where the result is proved for a scheme of the type studied 
in [12]. We shall need the following Korn's inequality. 
THEOREM 3. There  exists  a constant  Ch, such that  
FS  Ileh (v) l l~(a) > ch Ilvll~,ua), Vv e V0,ro. (43) 
The proof of this result is found in [13]. Before stating and proving Theorem 4, we introduce 
some notation. For a node z, let f4  denote the patch of triangles haring z, let g/,~ denote the 
set of edges in f~z which share z, and define ZUD to be the quadratic interpolant o UD defined 
on FD. Also, define H})(f~z) as follows: 
{v E n 1 (ftz) : v = 0 on 0f~ z (- / I~D}, 
H~) (ft~) := H x (ftz), 
if z C FD, 
(44) 
otherwise. 
THEOREM 4. There  exists  a constant  C3 independent  o f  h, such that,  for all Vh C V FS 0,FD 
o h~ L as J <_ Ca as 
+ v=u~info, r~ Ileh (vh - v)tlL~(a~/), 
(45) 
where v = u D on FD, here, means  'v E HI(Qz),  such that  v = UD on FD '  i f  z C FD, and 
'v e Hl(f~z) ' otherwise.  
FS Hl ( f tz ) .  First, we assume UD PROOF. Let Cz := V0,PD N = 0. We show that, in this case, the 
left- and right-hand sides of (45) are norms of the finite-dimensional factor space V Fs / r  and O,I" D /~z ,  
V Fs  Since UD = 0, the left- and right-hand so, are equivalent, proving that (45) holds on 0,PD" 
sides of (45) are seminorms on Cz. The left-hand side is clearly a norm on this factor space, since 
constant functions are in C~. Thus, it remains to show that if the right-hand side of (45) is zero 
for a funct ionvh inV  Fs then, we havevh ECz, OrVh=0inV FS / r  O,FD~ 0,FD l ~z"  
• V gS be, such that infv~Hb(a~)HEh(Vh- V)HL2(f~.) = 0. Then, To prove this. let Vh E 0,ro 
there exists a sequence {vj} in H]9(f4 ), such that  limj~o~ Ileh(Vh -- vj)llL2(a,) = 0. By the 
triangle inequality, this means that eh(vj) is bounded in L2(f~) and so, by the mixed Korn's 
inequality (43), the sequence {Vy} is bounded in H~)(flz). 
By [14, Theorem 7.70], there exists a weakly convergent subsequence {vjk } with a weak limit v 
in H]9(~2z ). By Rellich's Theorem, we have convergence of {vjk } in the L2-norm to v, which 
means  that Heh(Vh -- v)llL=(az) = limk~oo Heh(Vh -- Vj~)I IL2(f l~) : 0, implying that Vh -- v is a 
rigid body motion on each T c f~--T, i.e., r := Vh -- v C RM(T) ,  for all T C f~. 
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Since Vh is continuous at the two Gauss points on each edge and v is continuous, we have 
that r is continuous at the Gauss points as well. Because r is piecewise linear, this means that r 
is continuous on ~2z. Since v = vh -- r, it follows that v is a piecewise quadratic function 
in Hb(~z) ,  so we have, by the definition of C~, that v c Cz. 
If z E FD, then, we have r = 0 at the two Gauss points on the edges in YD 71 O~tz. The 
continuity of r implies that r is the same rigid motion function on all of ~2z. From these facts, 
we deduce r = 0 on ~z. Hence, vh = v E Cz. For the case where z is not on FD, we have that r 
is the same rigid body motion on all of ~ as before, so r E C~. Therefore, Vh = v + r E C~. 
Thus, we have proved that Vh is in Cz, for all nodes z, and so Vh 0 in FS = V0.ro/C~. Thus, 
vFS /1' the right-hand side of inequality (45) is a norm on o,ro/,~z, so, by equivalence of norms on 
finite-dimensional spaces, the two sides of (45) are equivalent, which establishes (45). Note that 
Korn's inequality (43) used in the above proof holds with a constant that might depend on the 
mesh-size h. However, since the only purpose for (43) in the proof is to show the sequence {vj} 
is bounded in H I (~) ,  this dependence on h does not carry through to the constant in (45). 
This means (45) holds for a constant C3 which only depends on the shape of the elements in 12z. 
We now use (45) to generalise to nonhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. Suppose that 
z E FD and 
(46) 
(47) 
Then, we have Vh -- Zuo  = 0 
this and the triangle inequality, we have 
inf Ileh (Vh -- V)IIL2(~.) 
'V=~U D on F D 
_< C ( inf 
k,V=UD on FD 
_< C ( inf 
~V=U D on F D 
_< C ( inf 
\V=UD on P D 
[IEh (Vh -- v)llL~<n,) + w=uo-Zu,ginf on FD IlEh (w)llL~(n,)) 
][eh (Vh -- v)llL~(n') + W=UD--Zuoinf o. ro []WllH'(n')) 
][eh (Vh - v)llL~(n.) + Iluo -- ZUDIIH,/~(On~)) • 
(49) 
We can construct a continuous extension of UD - •UD defined on flz, say w, such that w = 0 
sufficiently far away from FD. This is possible because w is zero at the endpoints of FD, so we can 
1/2 1/2 
extend w continuously over f~z, such that w E Hoo (O~z MFD), where the space Hoo (Oflz NFD) 
is defined as follows, 
H1/2 (O~z ffl FD) := {v E H 1/2 (O~z A FD) : v extended by 00 
(50) 
to 0n  is in H1/2(0~2)~. zero 
Since w = uo  - ZuD on FD, then, we have 
IlwllH,/=(on.) = IluD - ZuollH~o/~(on.nr,) 
1/2 (51) 
_< c IluD - ZUD 11~/~2(On.nr,,)IluD -- ZUDIIH,(O~.nro). 
V = UD,  on  FD,  
v h = ~'UD~ on  FD,  
where Iv  is the conforming quadratic nodal interpolant of v. 
on FD, so putt ing this into (45), we get 
FS  
_< C inf [[eh (Vh - "¢)[[L2(a.), VVh C V0,rD. 
V=ZU D on  Fo 
We now write Vh -- "¢ = Vh -- V + W where on FD, we have v = UD and w = UD -- IUD. Using 
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Now, let e be an edge in Ogtz Cl FD. By a standard estimate for UD - :Z~uD in one dimension, we 
have 
Iluo -- :ruDllL=(~) _ < Che 0 (UD08-- :Z'uD) L2(e) " (52) 
Inequality (52) implies that 
h£0 (u  D - :Z~uD) L~(oa.nr~) IluD -- ZuDllL~(Oa. nrD) <-- C -Os (53) 
We also have 
[lUD - IUDIIH~(Oa.nrD) ~ C 
Combining (51), (53), and (54), we get 
(9 (UD -- •UD) L2(0gt.nrD) Os 
(54) 
IlWllH,2(oa.) < C h~/20(UD - ZUD) 
- Os [IL2(oa.or ) 
(s5) 
By (48), (49), and (55), we obtain 
he L Os J <_ C inf \eEEI,z V=UD on FD 
h~/20 (UD - :rUD) 
+ 0S L2 (0f~nrD) ) o 
Ileh (Vh - v)llL~(az) 
(56) 
Finally, using the triangle inequality and (56), we obtain (45), as required (since r°(Zu")l = 0, L ()s J 
on FD). This completes the proof. II 
The first term on the right-hand side of (45) is a higher-order term and the second term is 
bounded by the error term I]eh(u -- Uh)[[L2(az), which, in turn, is bounded by the error Ea, so it 
follows that the third term in the error estimator ] is bounded by Ea. Thus, by Theorems 1, 2, 
and 4, we have the required two-sided a posteriori error bound for u E H3(f~), but we note that 
the proof of Theorem 2 holds for less regular u. 
4. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
We now present some tables together with some figures showing the values of the estima- 
tot ~ and its effectivity index with respect to ]llelll and En, for different values of v. We shall 
take ~t to be the L-shaped domain bordered by the six straight lines joining points (0, 0) and 
(-V~/2, V~/2), (-v~/2, v/2/2) and (0, v~), (0, v/'2) and (V~, 0), (V~, O) and (0,-x/2), (0,-V~) 
and ( -v / '2 /2 , -V~/2) ,  and ( -v~/2 , -v /2 /2 )  and (0,0). This was the domain considered in [15]. 
The sequence of meshes obtained through adaptive refinement, when u is the Mode 1 solution, 
is shown in Figure 5. The a posteriori bound in the previous section was shown to bound the 
error E~, which is not the same as the energy norm of the error (as noted in [1]). However, for 
some problems, this estimator can estimate the error in energy roughly as well as it estimates Ea, 
depending on the properties of the divergence of the true solution u. Some examples are given 
below. For the case of adaptive refinement, we shall refine the elements T, which have a local 
error estimator ~T at least half the maximum local error of all the elements in the mesh, i.e., the 
elements T, which satisfy 
1 
r/T >- 2 T'eT-max ~T'- (57) 
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We shal l  f i rst  cons ider  a smooth  so lut ion ,  and  then ,  the  Mode 1 so lu t ion  cons idered  in [15] w i th  a 
s ingu lar i ty  at  the  re -ent rant  corner .  The  fo rmulae  for the  Mode 1 so lu t ion  ( in po la r  coord inates )  
are  
1 
Ul = - - r  ~ [ (~-  R I  (a  + 1) )cosa0-  acos(a -  2)/~], 
2# 
1 
u2 = - - r  ~ [(t¢ + R1 (a  + 1)) sin at~ + a s in (a  - 2) 9],  
2# 
(58) 
(59) 
with  
and  
cos (o~ - 1) (3 r /4 )  
Rz = tc=3-4v ,  
cos (a  + 1) (3 r /4 ) '  
s in c~ + ~ sin -~- = 0. 
(60) 
(61) 
101 
10 -~ 
10 ° 
o 
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Behaviour of the error in energy, En and ~7 relative to [~u[~, for different 
values of v where u is the cubic function (2x2y,-2xy2) T, on a mesh of six triangles 
as shown in Figure 5a. Notice that the lines here are parallel showing that the error 
estimator does not depend on ~. 
Table 1. Table showing the error in energy and En together with the error estimator 77 
in Theorems 1, 2, and 4, and the effectivity indices ~7/][[e]J and ~?/En for different 
values of v. The solution u is the cubic function (2x2y, -2xy2) T with nonconforming 
piecewise quadratic finite-element approximation Uh, on a mesh of six triangles. 
Illulll ~u| mul~ Jell En 
0.4 0.1855 0.2014 2.3047 12.4222 11.4413 
0.49 0.1805 0.2049 2.2055 12.2195 10.7638 
0.499 0.1800 0.2053 2.1951 12.1966 10.6908 
0.4999 0.1799 0.2054 2.1941 12.1942 10.6835 
0.49999 0.1799 0.2054 2.1940 12.1940 10.6827 
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We shall denote by NT the number of triangles, and we shall consider a range values of v 
increasingly close to 1/2 to analyse the dependence of the convergence of the discrete solution 
on the value of v. For convenience, we shall choose u to be 0.4, 0.49, 0.499, 0.4999, and 0.49999. 
Since this sequence of values is the start  of a sequence converging to 0.5, this will enable us to 
analyse the behaviour of the ratio of the a posteriori error indicator as v ~ 0.5. We shall display 
the ratios of the energy of Uh and e to the energy of u as this represents whether the errors in 
energy are large or small with respect o the energy of the true solution. 
Figure 1 and Table 1 show the values of ~lel[], Ea,  and 7] divided by IM for u equal to the cubic 
function (2x2y, -2xy2)  T for different values of v. In this example, we shall take the mesh to be 
the six tr iangle mesh shown in Figure 5a. The three lines corresponding to each of these error 
measures are parallel, which indicates that the error effectivity indices for ~] for this example are 
independent of v, and so are robust with respect to the Poisson ratio. The results also show 
that for this example, the quantities 7/and E~ are comparable regardless of the value of v or A. 
This is due to the fact that  div(u) -- 0, so the approximations Uh have small divergence and, 
therefore, the quantities Ea and UleW are comparable, even for large A. In Table 1, it is clear that 
the relative errors are converging as v tends to 1/2, and so are the effectivity indices for ~]. 
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Behaviour of the error in energy, E~ and 7? relative to ~lul]l, for different 
values of v, where u is the Mode 1 solution, on a mesh of six triangles. Again, the 
lines here are parallel, showing that the error estimator is independent of u. 
Table 2. Table showing the error in energy together with the error est imator U 
in Theorems 1, 2, and 4, and the effectivity indices ~/~e]~ and TI/E~ for different 
values of u. The solution u is the Mode 1 function with nonconforming piecewise 
quadratic finite-element approximation Uh, on a mesh of six triangles. Tile presence 
of a singularity does not affect the effectivity of the error estimator. 
IllelH E~ ?? // 
lu u III tH u IIt III u III 
0.4 0.3377 0.2388 4.4025 
0.49 0.3260 0.2305 4.0338 
0.499 0.3247 0.2296 3.9931 
0.4999 0.3246 0.2295 3.9890 
0.49999 0.3245 0.2295 3.9885 
13.0371 10.9163 
12.3725 9.3957 
12.2982 9.2367 
12.2907 9.2208 
12.2900 9.2192 
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Figure 3. Behaviour of the error in energy, Ef~ and ~/relative to Illul for both uniform 
and adaptive refinement, where u is the Mode 1 singular solution and u = 0.4. By 
comparing the gradients of the uniform and adaptive curves, we can see a significant 
improvement in the convergence rate (error versus number of elements). 
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Figure 4. Behaviour of the error in energy, E• and v/relative to ]]]u]] for both uniform 
and adaptive refinement, where u is the Mode 1 singular solution and u = 0.49999. 
Figure 2 and Table 2 show the values of Illel[[, E~, and ~ for u equal to the Mode 1 singular 
function described in (58)-(61), on the same six triangle mesh as the previous example. The 
results here are similar, with the error lines parallel, and the errors and effectivity indices for U 
are converging as v tends to 1/2 as shown in Table 2. This shows that the presence of a singularity 
does not affect the robustness of the error estimator 7. Again, in this example, the quantities 
and E• are comparable regardless of the value of u or A. This is due to the fact that div(u) 
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Figure 5. Sequence of meshes obtained through adaptive refinement where u is the 
Mode 1 singular solution and v = 0.4. The mesh-size is halved at each step of the 
refinement. Notice the refinement at the re-entrant corner. 
conta ins  a factor of 1 - 2v (can be shown by d i f ferent iat ion us ing the  chain rule),  which means  
that  the  quant i t ies  Ea  and  I[lell[ are comparab le ,  for any value of A, as before. 
F igures  3 and  4 compare  the  error  behav iour  for un i form ref inement  and  adapt ive  re f inement  
based on the  local error  ind icators  UT. Due to the  s ingu lar i ty  at  (0,0), the  h ighest  local error  
ind icators  will be for the  t r iangles  a round the  re -ent rant  corner.  Th is  is apparent  in F igure  5 
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which shows the meshes obta ined through adapt ive ref inement. Refining only the tr iangles with 
the highest local error will have the best impact  on the error wi thout  increasing the number of 
tr iangles as much as uni form ref inement would. This gives rise to a higher convergence rate with 
respect to the number  of e lements and shows that  adapt ive ref inement is more efficient. F igure 3 
shows the convergence in the case where v = 0.4, and Figure 4 shows the convergence when ~ = 
0.49999. The  convergence is more or less the same in both cases. From this, it is apparent hat  
the convergence is robust with respect o v. Also, the lines representing the  three error measures 
are parallel, both for uniform and for adapt ive ref inement, showing that  the  effectivity indices 
for the error est imator  ~ are robust with respect to the mesh-size h. 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have analysed the equations of linear elasticity and the application of the Fortin-Soulie 
finite-element method to these equations, and the key result has been the two-sided a posteriori 
error estimator. 
This error est imator  is independent  of the mesh-size and the Poisson ratio ~. The examples 
we have studied have shown how adapt ively refining the mesh according to the error est imator  
produces a better  convergence curve than uniform refinement, part icular ly  in the case where the 
t rue solut ion has a corner singularity. This  is because refining in the area in the immediate  
vicinity of a s ingular i ty has the most effect on the convergence, since the biggest contr ibut ion to 
the global error comes from the elements around the singularity. 
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